March tests are widely used in the process of RAM testing. This family of tests is very efficient in the case of simple faults such as stuck-at or transition faults. In the case of a complex fault model-such as pattern sensitive faults-their efficiency is not sufficient. Therefore we have to use other techniques to increase fault coverage for complex faults. Multibackground memory testing is one of such techniques. In this case a selected March test is run many times. Each time it is run with new initial conditions. One of the conditions which we can change is the initial memory background. In this paper we compare the efficiency of multibackground tests based on four different algorithms of background generation.
Introduction
Modern semiconductor memories are among the most fundamental integrated-circuit devices and cores in digital systems (Krasniewski, 2008; Sosnowski, 2007; Zorian, 2002) . Their testing is quickly becoming a more difficult issue as the rapidly increasing capacity and density of memory chips. With the advances of deep-submicron technology, more failure modes and faults need to be dealt with in order to maintain good quality and reliability of memory chips. The neighborhood pattern sensitive fault (NPSF) model is not new, but it is still widely discussed in the literature of memory testing (Goor, 1991; Cheng et al., 2002; Huang and Li, 2006) . This model is more general and allows describing a wide spectrum of failures within modern memory chips.
Traditional March algorithms (Goor, 1991) have been widely used in memory testing because of their linear time complexity, high fault coverage, and ease in builtin self-test (BIST) implementation. It is known that traditional March algorithms do not generate all neighborhood patterns that are required for testing NPSFs. However, they can be modified to get detection abilities for NPSFs. Based on traditional March algorithms, various approaches have been proposed to detect NPSFs, such as the tiling method (Goor, 1991; Hayes, 1975) , the twogroup method (Goor, 1991; Hayes, 1980) , the row-March algorithm (Franklin and Saluja, 1996) , transparent testing (Cockburn, 1995; Karpovsky and Yarmolik, 1994; Nicolaidis, 1996; Voyiatzis, 2006) , pseudo-exhaustive testing (Karpovsky et al., 1995) , testing based on different address sequences (Sokol and Yarmolik, 2006; Yarmolik, 2008 ) and different address seeds (Yarmolik, 2008) , and the multibackground method (Yarmolik and Mrozek, 2007) .
For one execution of a March test there are no specific requirements on the address order or the memory background (Niggemeyer et al., 1998) . For any address order and memory background, the number of detectable memory faults will be the same and can be calculated according to the structure and properties of the memory test (Niggemeyer et al., 1998; Yarmolik and Mrozek, 2007) . In the case of multibackground memory tests, backgrounds play a very important role in the final outcome. As was shown and investigated in (Yarmolik and Mrozek, 2007) , different subsets of backgrounds can give different subsets of detectable faults for a selected memory test. The selection of an optimal set of backgrounds to get the highest fault coverage is still an open issue and there are no known algorithms for optimal background generation and construction in the case of more than four iterations of the test.
The main goal of this paper is to compare the efficiency of multibackground March tests (in terms of pattern sensitive fault detection) based on standard backgrounds (Goor, 1991; Karpovsky and Yarmolik, 1994; Cheng et al., 2002) and the optimal one, which was proposed by the author in (Yarmolik and Mrozek, 2007; 192 I. Mrozek Mrozek and Yarmolik, 2008b) . The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of pattern sensitive faults, their types and definitions. Section 3 reviews March test abilities regarding PSF detection. This section reviews the March test structure and provides an analysis of the fault coverage of the MATS+ test in the case of PSF faults. Moreover, this section stresses the importance of proper background selection in multibackground testing. Section 4 covers background generation techniques. This section reviews the structure of backgrounds which are used in multibackground testing. Subsections 4.1-4.3 describe and analyse standard backgrounds known from the literature. Subsection 4.4 develops in-depth optimal sets of backgrounds for two, three and four run memory testing. Section 5 presents the results of the comparison of the efficiency (in term of PSF detection) of standard backgrounds and the optimal one. This section presents the fault coverage of the multirun MATS+ test for PNPSFk faults and various backgrounds.
Pattern sensitive faults
Several types of faults can occur in memory devices, e.g., stuck-at faults, transitions faults, coupling faults, address decoder faults, pattern sensitive faults (Goor, 1991) . Some of them involve only one memory cell, some of themmore than one memory cell. It is obvious that the latter are more difficult to detect. A general model of faults belonging to the second group are pattern sensitive faults. It occurs when the content of a memory cell, or the ability to change the cell content, is influenced by a certain pattern of other cells in the memory. Considering all possible patterns, as has been shown in numerous publications, is both impractical and unnecessary.
A simplified model of the PSF, known as the neighborhood PSF (NPSF), is normally adopted. An NPSF is a special case of the general multicell coupling fault, wherein the coupling cells are the neighborhood of the coupled cell. In general, the coupled cell is called the base cell and the coupling cells are called the deleted neighborhood cells. The base cell and the deleted neighborhood cells together are called neighborhood cells. Among k-cell NPSFs (NPSFk), three-cell NPSFs (NPSF3), fivecell NPSFs (NPSF5) and nine-cell NPSFs (NPSF9) are most often used (see Fig. 1 ) (Goor, 1991) . This fault model can further be categorized into three subtypes of faults (Goor, 1991; Huang and Li, 2006) : static NPSFs (SNPSF), passive NPSFs (PNPSF) and active NPSFs (ANPSF).
A static NPSF (SNPSF) occurs if the base cell is forced to a certain state due to the appearance of a certain pattern in the deleted neighborhood. To detect SNPSF3 and SNPSF5, all the eight (for SNPSF3) and all the 32 (for SNPSF5) static neighborhood patterns must be applied, and the generation of these patterns by the test algorithm must be verified.
A passive NPSF (PNPSF) occurs if the base cell cannot change its state from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0 due to the appearance of a certain pattern in the deleted neighborhood. To detect PNPSF3 and PNPSF5, all the eight (for PNPSF3) and all the 32 (for PNPSF5) static neighborhood patterns must be applied, and the generation of these patterns within neighborhood cells by the test algorithm must be verified.
An active NPSF (ANPSF) occurs if the base cell is forced to a certain state when a transition occurs in a deleted neighborhood cell, while other deleted neighborhood cells assume a certain pattern. To detect ANPSF3 and ANPSF5, all 16 (for ANPSF3) and all 128 (for ANPSF5) static neighborhood patterns must be applied, and the generation of these patterns by the test algorithm must be verified.
Let us focus our attention on the PNPSF as the most difficult fault to be detected. First of all, it should be emphasized that due to scrambling information as well as specific optimization techniques a huge amount of such types of faults that should be considered. Any arbitrary k memory cells out of all N memory cells can be involved into PNPSFk. There are k subtypes of distinct PNPSFk faults. This classification depends on the order in the address space and on places of all the cells within this space.
Let the memory addresses i 0 , i 1 , i 2 . . . i k−1 for particular PNPSFk be sorted in ascending order, in such a way that i 0 < i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i k−1 . Then, every PNPSFk can be presented as the set of elements a i0 , a i1 , a i2 , . . . , a i(k−1) , a ij ∈ {0, 1}; j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (k − 1) ordered in the address space according to the ascending order of memory cell addresses. One out of k cells is the base cell. This means that there are k separate classes of PNPSFk with respect to the base cell position. For example, in the case when k = 5, there are five separate classes of PNPSFk, namely, 
It is quite important to emphasize that there is an equal number of the faults considered within all k classes, namely, L k /k. For example, in the case of PNPSF3 we have 448 faults b i0 , n i1 , n i2 , 448 faults n i0 , b i1 , n i2 , and 448 faults n i0 , n i1 , b i2 .
PSF detection capabilities of March tests
Different types of algorithms have been proposed to test random access memory (RAM). Among them March tests are most often used because of their linear complexity and the number of types of fault detection. Also, it is easy to transform them from non-transparent to a transparent version. Transparent tests have the circular property to ensure the recovery of a memory content. For the fault free case, at the end of the test session a memory content will have the same value as before the session, and for faulty memory, the content at the end of the session will be different from the initial content. A March test consists of a sequence of March elements; a March element consists of a sequence of operations which are all applied to a given cell, before proceeding to the next one. The way one proceeds to the next cell is determined by the address order which can be increasing (increasing addresses from cell 0 to n − 1), denoted by "⇑", or decreasing, denoted by "⇓". The "⇑" address order has to be the exact inverse of the "⇓" address order (Goor, 1991) . For some March elements, the address order can be chosen arbitraily-this will be indicated by the symbol " ". An operation applied to a cell can be 'w0' ( write '0'), 'w1', "r0" (read 0), or "r1". A well-known March test is March C-, which has complexity equal to (9N ) and the following transparent form: {⇑ (ra, wā); ⇑ (rā, wa); ⇓ (ra, wā); ⇓ (rā, wa);
(ra)}, where a ∈ {0, 1} andā is an inverse value compared with a (Nicolaidis, 1996) . Now let us examine some memory tests in terms of their abilities to detect PNPSFk. As has been observed, the main part of memory tests usually has sequences of the phases. For example, the transparent MATS+ test is constructed as {⇑ (ra, wā); ⇓ (rā, wa)}. Suppose that we use it for testing 8-bit memory and the initial value of the memory (background) is A = a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 , a 7 . For the 8-bit memory, there are 2 × 3 × 2 3−1 × 56 = 1344 PNPSF3 and 2 × 5 × 2 5−1 × 56 = 8960 PNPSF5 (see (1)). The consecutive states of the tested memory according to the MATS+ procedure are shown in Table 1 .
It should be mentioned that as the memory address sequence, counter sequences were chosen, and the start- ing address was i 0 = 0. Now we can see the only pattern appearing, within all memory for every active cell marked in bold. Indeed, we check (read a i and write the inverse valueā i during the first phase and readā i and write a i during the second phase) the cell a i in both phases for the same background in the remaining cells. The activation of PNPSFk can occur during the write operation for the base cell only, as well as detection during the read operation. This means that activation for the MATS+ test occurs during the first phase only and detection during the second one.
To summarize, we can conclude that we can detect PNPSFk only for one neighborhood pattern in k − 1 cells out of 2 k−1 possible patterns and for one transition within the base cell from state 0 to state 1 or from 1 to 0. Depending on the size k of PNPSFk there are k subtypes of this fault for which detectable faults will be different in terms of the pattern within the deleted neighboring cells. That is why the number Q k of detectable faults during one MATS+ memory test run is
and fault coverage (FC) for the MATS+ test is
As an example, according to (3) the fault coverage of the MATS+ March test in term of PNPSF5 can be calculated as F C M+ (P NP SF 5) = (1/2 5 )100% = 3.125%. Moreover, it should be stressed that the fault coverage described by (3) is valid for every memory March test with the consecutive phases as in MATS+.
To investigate memory March tests, let us suppose that PNPSFk includes memory cells with increasing order of the addresses i 0 , i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k−1 , in such a way that i 0 < i 1 < i 2 < . . . < i k−1 and the base cell has the address i j , where 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1. Then, due to the consecutive access to the memory cells during the March test, there are four possible patterns within deleted neighborhood cells:
The first pattern can be generated by the test which includes one of the following phases: It should be mentioned that the above March test phases are sufficient only for fault manifestation and do not necessarily guarantee detectability of PNPSFk. To achieve their detectability, the read operation of the base cell has to be performed, which can be done within the same phase or a consecutive one. Brief analysis of the tests MATS+ and March C-allows us to make the conclusion that in the first case there is only one pattern generated in the neighborhood cells
and in the second case there are two patterns generated in the neighborhood cells:
The simplest March test to detect NPSFk is March PS (4N):
{ (wa); ⇑ (ra, wā, rā); }.
Like in the case of the MATS+ test, the March PS (4N) test generates only one pattern and that is why the coverage of PNPSFk for one run of this test and an arbitrary background can be calculated according to (3).
As an experimental investigation, the influence of the second background of two runs of 8-bit memory testing for PNPSF3 for the test March PS (4N) and March PS(23N) is shown in Fig. 2 should be mentioned that for one run of the memory test March PS(23N) fault coverage equals to 66.58%, and for March PS (4N) fault coverage equals to 12.50%. In both cases, background 00000000 has been chosen as the first one.
Brief analysis of the experimental results allows making the conclusion that, depending on the second background, fault coverage takes sufficiently different values. For example, in the case of March PS (4N) fault coverage for the second background 00000010 increases only by 4.69%, but in the case of the second background 11111111-by 12.50% (see Table 2 ).
Background generation techniques
In this section, four different techniques of background generation will be investigated. We will focus on random backgrounds, regular backgrounds, random pairs of backgrounds, and optimal backgrounds.
Random backgrounds.
One of the approaches to background generation is to use random backgrounds Analysis of multibackground memory testing techniques B 0 , B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B l . Let P be a probability of fault detection by a certain test. Then the probability of not detecting this fault by the same test is
The probability of fault detection in the second iteration of the test (assuming a random change of the memory background between iterations) is
Generally speaking, it can be said that the probability of fault detection after l iterations
One run of the MATS+ test allows getting the fault coverage 1/2 k (see (3)). Therefore, fault coverage for test session based on the MATS+ test and random backgrounds can be calculated as
where M+ means MATS+. The fault coverage of the test session based on MATS+ test and random backgrounds for different numbers of iterations and PNPSF3, PNPSF5 and PNPSF9 are presented in Table 3 .
In the case of transparent testing we can take the advantage of the fact that RAM undergoes constant changes in working computer systems. Most modern operating systems today have a virtual memory module implemented. This makes the contents of physical memory change to a high degree. To confirm this fact, a real computer system was tested (Linux system, Kernel 2.6, 512 MB RAMs). The physical memory content was read after every 15 minutes of the computer's work. Results obtained for a lightly-loaded system (without running additional software after installation) are presented in Fig. 3 From the obtained results you can see that in a real computer system memory can be divided into two parts: the one where changes are big enough to successfully use multibackground testing based on random backgrounds, and that where changes are not big enough and where we can use another technique, for example, the one based
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Regular backgrounds.
Another solution is the application of q = 2(log 2 N + 1) backgrounds with the standard and well-known structure (Goor, 1991) . For the case of N = 2 m , there are 2(m + 1) backgrounds. For example, with m = 5, all 12 backgrounds are shown in Table 4 . The construction of this set can be done for 
The positions of 1s for B 2 may take a random value but at the same time their number should be equal to N/2. The next background, B 3 , is the inverted copy of the previous one and it is true for a general case when any background with an odd index is an inverted copy of the previous background with an even index. For example, B 1 is an inverted copy of B 0 , B 3 is an inverted copy of B 2 , and so on. More complicated is the procedure of even pattern generation. This is due to the inversion of random bits from the restricted sets of the previous even background.
The efficiency of this set of backgrounds is shown in Table 4 and can be calculated analytically (Mrozek et al., 2008) . To simplify the analysis, let us consider the case of PNPSFk detection based on MATS+ like tests as one of representatives of simple tests, when k N . The first background, B 0 , from the defined set (see Table 4 ) allows us to generate all-zeros patterns within any k out of N arbitrary memory cells. That is why on the basis of a MATS+ like test with the background B 0 the number of Q M+ (B 0 ) detectable PNPSFk faults can be calculated as
The background B 1 generates completely different patterns, compared with B 0 , within the arbitrary k memory cells; then Q(B 1 ) = Q(B 0 ) and Q(B 0 , B 1 ) = Q(B 1 ) + Q(B 0 ). Taking into account that for real applications N is a big integer number for which N − k ≈ N and N k N k−1 , the last equations can be simplified to
With the same assumption for N and k, the entire amount of L(P NP SF k) of all possible PNPSFk can be approximated by the following equation:
Then the fault coverage F C(B 0 , B 1 ) of the PNPSFk faults as the result of two runs of the MATS+ like test with the backgrounds B 0 , B 1 is calculated as
It should be noted that only all zeros (B 0 ) and all ones (B 1 ) patterns within any k arbitrary memory cells are generated based on the backgrounds B 0 and B 1 . The next pair of backgrounds, B 2 and B 3 , will allow getting new patterns as combinations of 0s and 1s in some groups of k memory cells. The background B 2 and the background B 3 due to their inverse structure allow us to generate the same amount of new patterns within any k memory cells. The full amount of detectable PNPSFk faults after four runs of the MATS+ like test based on the set of the backgrounds B 0 , B 1 , B 2 and B 3 is Q M+ (((B 0 . . . B 3 ) ), k) (13)
Taking into account that N is a big integer number, N k N k−1 and k N , and the last equation for the case of even N can be simplified to
= kN
Then the fault coverage F C((B 0 . . . B 3 )) of the PNPSFk faults is calculated as
The last equation can be simplified to
Analysis of multibackground memory testing techniques
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To estimate all possible PNPSFk faults detectable on the basis of the backgrounds B 0 , B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , B 4 and B 5 , let us examine the details of the constructions of the backgrounds B 4 and B 5 (see Fig. 5 ). First of all, it should be The same amount of patterns as the inverse copy of the previous one will be generated based on the background B 5 . The entire number of the PNPSFk faults detectable on the basis of the patterns P 1 and P 2 generated by the backgrounds B 4 and B 5 is
An additional portion of detectable PNPSFk faults is determined by the patterns P 3 , P 4 , P 5 and P 6 and can be estimated as
The last set of PNPSFk faults detectable on the basis of the B 4 and B 5 backgrounds is described by the pattern P 7 and equals to
The full amount of detectable PNPSFk faults after six runs of the MATS+ like test based on the set of the backgrounds B 0 , B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , B 4 and B 5 equals
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If we simplify the last equation, then the fault coverage of the test based on the six backgrounds is F C M+ (((B 0 , B 1 ), (B 2 , B 3 ), (B 4 , B 5 ) 
In the case of the application of the l+1 pair of the backgrounds (B 0 , B 1 ), (B 2 , B 3 ), (B 4 , B 5 ),. . . , (B 2l , B 2l+1 ) for l ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , m}, fault coverage can be calculated according to
100%. 0 , B 1 ) , . . . , B 2m , B 2m+1 ), where m = log 2 N , based on the set of regular backgrounds. This value equals
The last equation allows us to get an estimate of the maximal possible fault coverage value F C MAX = F C((B
For some sizes N of the memory, this value is shown in Table 6 . 
Random pairs.
In the previous section, a technique which used the pairs of backgrounds (B 2l , B 2l+1 ) was presented. The background B 2l+1 is the inversion of the background B 2l . The background B 2l is generated according to the scheme presented in Table 4 . However, we do not always have enough time to generate the background B 2l . Therefore, the approach presented in this section is based on consecutive application of the background pairs (B j , B j ), where the first background is the random one and the second is its inverted version (random pairs).
In the case of transparent testing we can take the advantage of the fact that RAM undergoes constant changes in working computer systems. Consequently, in periodic testing it is possible to treat, each time we start the test procedure, the contents of RAM as a random background.
In the case of one run of the MATS+ test, one background, allows getting the fault coverage 1/2 k (see (3)). Therefore the fault coverage of the test session based on random pairs of the background and on the MATS+ test can be calculated as
4.4. Optimal backgrounds. To achieve high fault coverage of PNPSFk for multirun memory testing, it is quite important to choose appropriate backgrounds. Obviously, for different types of memory tests the optimal backgrounds will be different.
To select an optimal background for multibackground memory testing the Hamming distances HD(B k , B j ) in between two backgrounds (B k , B j ) k, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , m} as a metric were proposed and experimentally analysed in (Yarmolik and Mrozek, 2007) . Based on this metric, the following statement was formulated and experimentally validated (Yarmolik and Mrozek, 2007; Yarmolik, 2008) : This statement can be used for selecting the optimal values of background for memory tests generating only one pattern for k neighboring memory cells like the MATS+ and PS (4N) tests. According to this, in the case of multi-run memory testing, memory backgrounds should have the maximal Hamming distance between all pairs of backgrounds. Now we will try to estimate this value (maximal Hamming distance).
In the case of m runs of the memory test which allow us to generate only one pattern within neighboring cells based on the backgrounds
Background dissimilarity measures.
In the case of multirun memory testing, every consecutive background should not be similar to the previous one or, more precisely, it should be dissimilar as much as possible compared with the backgrounds applied during the previous test sessions. The memory background can be regarded as a binary vector and the set of backgrounds can be defined as a set of binary vectors
N }, where b ic ∈ {0, 1}, ∀c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, and N is the one-bit wide memory size.
There are numerous measures of binary vector dissimilarity (Tubbs, 1989; Zhang and Srihari, 2003 (q, g ∈ {0, 1}) be the number of occurrences of matches with q in B 1 and g in B 2 at the corresponding positions. There are four characteristics, namely, S 00 , S 01 , S 10 and S 11 which were used to define eight measures of similarity and dissimilarity between two binary vectors (Tubbs, 1989; Zhang and Srihari, 2003) . For example, in the case when B 1 = 010110001100 and B 2 = 010100101011, we have S 00 = 4, S 01 = 3, S 10 = 2 and S 11 = 3.
Based on S 00 , S 01 , S 10 and S 11 , there exist eight characteristics to evaluate similarity measures and their associated dissimilarity measures, i.e., the JaccardNeedham, Dice, Correlation, Yule, Russell-Rao, SokalMichener, Rogers-Tanmoto and Kulzinsky measures. Four measures-Jaccard-Needham, Dice, Russell-Rao and Kulzinsky-are independent of S 00 due to unequal importance of "zero" matches (S 00 ) and "one" matches (S 11 ) for different applications, especially for search algorithms and data mining (Zhang and Srihari, 2003) . Only some of these measures depend on all four characteristics and can be regarded as metrics, including the SokalMichener measure of similarity S(B 1 , B 2 ) = (S 11 + S 00 )/N and dissimilarity D(B 1 , B 2 ) = 1 − (S 11 + S 00 )/N . For this metric, it is easy to show that, based on the equality N = S 00 + S 01 + S 10 + S 11 , the dissimilarity measure can be represented as D(B 1 , B 2 ) = (S 10 + S 01 )/N .
In our case, the distance between two backgrounds has to be estimated as the Hamming distance 
The same fault coverage can be achieved for another pair of backgrounds taking into account the next observation. Table 7 allowing us to get F C 2rM+ (P NP F Sk) = (1/2 k−1 )100% for the k > 2. For k = 3 F C 2rM+ (P NP F Sk) = 25%. For a greater value of k, the number of the second optimal background will be sufficiently high.
It is quite important to emphasise that for the second background which does not satisfy the inequality HD(B i , B j ) > N − k the fault coverage F C 2rM+ (P NP F Sk) is less than the maximal one. Even for the small differences, high fault coverage cannot be achieved. For example, in the case of two backgrounds B i = 00000000 and B j = 00011111 and k = 3 with HD(B i , B j ) = N − k = 5, the fault coverage F C 2rM+ (P NP F S3) = 24.78%.
Based on this investigation for the case of two run memory testing, it is possible to formulate the next statement (Mrozek and Yarmolik, 2008b) :
In the case of two runs of the memory test which allow us to generate only one pattern within neighboring cells based on two backgrounds B i and B j , an optimal set of such type of background should satisfy the inequality HD(
where N is one bit-wide memory size.
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A more complicated problem arises for three and more runs of memory testing based on different backgrounds.
Three run memory testing.
First of all, for the case of three-run memory testing taking into account Statement 1, we have to estimate the maximum minimal possible Hamming distance between any pair of
N }. This problem can be formulated as a maximum minimal hamming distance problem. Mathematically, it can be formulated as
Consider two arbitrary backgrounds B i and B j with four characteristics S 00
, and let it be the maximal one for the three-background case, which we are looking for. Now, to construct the third background B l , we have to get as large as possible Hamming distances between B l and the previously obtained backgrounds B i and B j . In this case B l should be equally far (in terms of the Hamming distance) from both backgrounds B i and B j . This distance can be calculated based on four characteristics:
Taking into account that the backgrounds . . . , N}) , the background B l should have the opposite bits in the corresponding positions. In this case, the distances HD(B i , B l ) and HD(B l , B j ) will satisfy the inequalities HD( The background B l generated according to the above presented procedure has the distances HD(B i , B l ) and HD(B l , B j ) determined by the following equation:
when HD(B i , B j ) is an even number. In the case of an odd value of HD(B i , B j ), it is determined by
It should be noted that
For example (Fig. 6 ), in the case of two backgrounds B i = 011100, B j = 010011 we have S 00 (B i , B j ) = 1, S 01 (B i , B j ) = 2, S 10 (B i , B j ) = 2 and S 11 (B i , B j ) = 1 and an even value of HD(B i , B j ) = S 10 (B i , B j ) + S 01 (B i , B j ) = 2 + 2 = 4. Four characteristics were calculated on the basis of the values of all components of both backgrounds: 
Now the problem of the maximum minimal Hamming distance (26) can be formulated as the solution of the following problem:
Analysis of multibackground memory testing techniques Using the notation X = HD(B i , B j ), we will get the final equality X = N − X/2. An unknown value of X which allows us to get the minimal differences X −(N −X/2) = 0 or 1 is the solution to our problem. For a small value of N , the optimal values of the Hamming distances are shown in Table 8 . For the validation of the presented Table 9 .
For real large N in the case of a three run MATS+ like memory test, the following statement is true (Mrozek and Yarmolik, 2008b) 
Let us prove that for the case of three backgrounds the maximum minimal hamming distance MMHD(B i , B j , B l ) cannot be greater than 2N/3. To simplify our investigation, suppose that 2N/3 is an integer number and, according to the previous statement, why MMHD(B i , B j , B l ) cannot be greater than 2N/3. The maximal fault coverage F C 3rM+ for the three runs of the MATS+ test can be estimated as (Mrozek and Yarmolik, 2008a )
In the case when k = 3, according to (32), F C 3rM+ = 36.10%. 
Four run memory testing.
Let us have three first arbitrary backgrounds B i , B j and B l with the optimal value of MMHD(B i , B j , B l ). As has been shown earlier for large N , this value can be regarded as integer number 2N/3. Then HD(B j , B 
We have to emphasize that for the case of three backgrounds it is impossible to get a greater value of MMHD(B i , B j , B l ). that is why for the case of four backgrounds MMHD(B i , B j , B l , B r ) it cannot be grater than 2N/3, either. This means that the best solution for the case of four backgrounds will be the fourth background with the distances between it and the first three backgrounds equal HD(B r , B 
The maximal fault coverage F C 4rM+ for the optimal backgrounds and four runs of the MATS+ test can be estimated as (Mrozek and Yarmolik, 2008a )
In the case when k = 3, according to (35), F C 4rM+ ≈ 47.25%. For the validation of the above results, the experimental values for the fault coverage of PNPSF3 for N = 9 in the case of the MATS+ like test are shown in Table 10 . The maximal fault coverage from Table 10 is somewhat different than the result based on (35), because in (35) there was assumption about large N (Mrozek and Yarmolik, 2008a) .
Results
Based on (8), (22), (24), (32) and (35), we can compare the efficiency (in terms of the PNPSFk detection ability) of the test procedures based on the MATS+ like test and the presented backgrounds. First, we will compare standard backgrounds (random backgrounds, random pairs and regular backgrounds). The fault coverage of the procedure which consists of multiple runs of the MATS+ test and applications of regular backgrounds is presented in Table 11 . In this table, k means the size of the PNPSFk fault and l-the number of the pairs of backgrounds (iterations) applied. The same results for random backgrounds are presented in Table 3 . The third test procedure is based on consecutive application of the backgrounds pairs (B j , B j ), where the first background is the random one and the second is its inverted version. The results for the procedure based on Analysis of multibackground memory testing techniques the MATS+ like test and such backgrounds are presented in Table 13 . From the presented results we can see that all the sets of backgrounds allows us to achieve very similar fault coverage. Some better results can be achieved with regular backgrounds (see Table 11 ) and random pairs of backgrounds (see Table 13 ) than with random backgrounds. Therefore it seems that, especially in periodic testing, random pairs of backgrounds allow us to achieve very good results with minimal hardware overhead. Now let we compare the efficiency (in terms of NPSFk detection) of the test procedure based on standard backgrounds and optimal backgrounds. Unfortunately, nowadays the author is able to generate only four optimal backgrounds according to algorithm presented in (Mrozek and Yarmolik, 2008b) . Algorithms for optimal background generation for more than four iterations are still an open issue. Therefore we compare the efficiency of only four iterations of the MATS+ like test for PNPSF3 detection. The results of the comparison for various fault sizes (k) are presented in Table 14 .
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The background efficiency in the case when k = 3 and four iterations of the MATS+ test is presented in Fig. 7 . The results in Table 14 and Fig. 7 proved that optimal backgrounds allow us to achieve the best results for four iteration of the MATS+ like test.
Conclusions
There are many methods for generating backgrounds in multirun memory testing. The most popular and optimal ones are presented and compared in this paper. From the results we can conclude that for a multirun test procedure which consist up to four iterations the best results will be achieved with optimal backgrounds. If we want to run the test more than four times, the best results will be achieved with regular backgrounds or random pairs of 204 I. Mrozek (Mrozek et al., 2008) , it is not necessary to use complex tests to achieve good results in multibackground testing. Weighted fault coverage takes into consideration not only the fault coverage of the test but its complexity, too. So in multirun memory testing the simplest tests allow us to achieve as good results (or better) as complex ones with the same total complexity of the test procedure.
